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COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course provides an overview of sustainability, focusing on the impact that agricultural
systems have on the environment, society and economy. In this course we will look at several
systems, their positive and negative aspects, trying to give students enough tools for them to
judge the way forward.
Agricultural systems, whether organic or conventional, are nowadays not considered the best
way to produce food. Sustainable should be a good mix of both systems. However, how do we
decide when a system is sustainable? 5-10 years from now? What do we do in the mean time?
Do we change the system in the process? Those are questions we don’t have a right or wrong
answer for. This course will give students enough information to develop criteria on them so that
everyone has an answer to the question: What makes an agricultural system sustainable?
COURSE OBJECTIVE
Students will learn about alternative production strategies that promote sustainable growth and
environmental protection.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE
At the end of the course, students should be able to:
1.
Articulate a personal vision of Sustainability
2.
Comprehend the impact of modern agriculture on society and the environment.
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3.
Experience and learn about sustainable development practices in Costa Rica.
4.
Propose and describe different strategies to promote sustainable development on farms.
5.
Reflect on their participation and engagement in agricultural production activities.
6.
Reflect on certain aspects of Latin American culture they will have experienced during
the course.
CONTENTS OF THE COURSE (Include: class program, dates, subjects or topics,
descriptions, reading materials per subject. Please designate what chapters and/or sections
of the readings must be read per subject).
Week 1: Introduction to Sustainability and interaction between environment, economy and
society, as well as contemporary challenges in actually implementing sustainable approaches.
Students will learn about selected sustainable practices, such as integral Waste Management and
Environmental Certification. In addition, students will visit different farms and will learn to
evaluate practices in the context of the overall sustainability of the production system.
Week 2: Tropical Forest Carbon Management: Tools for Protecting Rain Forests and
Mitigating Climate Change.
Students will learn about small scale agriculture and the environmental and social impacts in the
community. Students will be immersed in Spanish as they spend time in these communities.
Students will learn about alternative agricultural systems and their impact on the environment
and the communities. Students will visit EARTH’s “La Flor” campus in the Northwestern region
of Costa Rica.
ACTIVITIES
a. Visits on EARTH’s main campus in Guácimo and La Flor EARTH’s campus in Guanacaste;
farms: banana, rice, mango, pineapple, vegetables; organic farms, and nearby communities.
b. Assignments: Weekly reports, classroom and field activities, as well as oral presentations.
METHODOLOGY
This two week course includes activities in which students will explore ways to improve human
welfare, increase productivity as well as reduce environmental impacts. It is designed for people
interested in learning about the principles of sustainability and strategies to promote it. Students
will be exposed and become familiar with a variety of tropical agro ecosystems and will spend
part of the course interacting with EARTH students and faculty. Additionally, they will have the
opportunity to visit and interact with nearby communities and to learn about the challenges they
face.
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LEARNING ASSESSMENTS (EVALUATION)
Class discussion
Field trips Participation
Community Participation
Weekly report
Oral Presentation
Total

25
20
15
20
20
100%

CLASS PROJECT
A class project and readings are required in order to comprehend the concept of sustainability.

FIELD TRIP
a. Visits on EARTH’s main campus in Guácimo and La Flor EARTH’s campus in
Guanacaste; farms: banana, rice, mango, pineapple, vegetables; organic farms, and
nearby communities.
b. Assignments: Weekly report, classroom and field activities, oral presentation.

RELEVANT POLICIES (NORMS) FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COURSE






Course is ruled by the norms, policies, responsibilities and academic procedures
established by EARTH University.
Attending to the planned activities for this course program are obligatory. In
consequence, the student is responsible for assisting and be on time according to the preestablished schedule.
Arriving late will be considered as an un-justified absence, and it is up to the professor’s
criteria to allow or not the student participation.
Use of mobile devices and any other electronic devices is prohibit at the classroom,
unless the professor allows it.
Being professional, formal, respectful with your classmates, faculty, as well being
proactive and be a self-learner is a really important asset for this course.
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